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XML is a completely platform agnostic data medium. Flash is able to make use of XML data, which is very useful when you are creating Rich Internet Applications – it allows you to populate Flash web interfaces with data from pretty much any source that supports XML as a data medium, be it databases, raw XML files, or more excitingly, .Net applications, web services, and even Microsoft Office applications such as Excel and Word!

In this book, Sas Jacobs first introduces XML itself—what it is, its syntax, its associated technologies (such as CSS and XSLT,) and how to get XML out of your applications in a format Flash can use.

Then she shows how to use the XML object to stream XML data into Flash, and how to use the XMLConnector component and XML Sockets to build advanced Flash/XML applications. Numerous example applications are built throughout the book, including an MP3 player, XML photo gallery, an Excel-driven web catalog, Access and Word-driven content management systems, and an XML-driven chat application. 

 About the Author 

Sas Jacobs is a web developer who loves working with Flash. She set up her business, Anything Is Possible, in 1994, working in the areas of web development, IT training, and technical writing. The business works with large and small clients building web applications with ASP.NET, Flash, XML, and databases.

Sas has spoken at such conferences as Flash Forward, MXDU, and FlashKit on topics relating to XML and dynamic content in Flash.
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Translation in the Digital Age (New Perspectives in Translation and Interpreting Studies)Routledge, 2013

	Translation is living through a period of revolutionary upheaval. The effects of digital technology and the internet on translation are continuous, widespread and profound. From automatic online translation services to the rise of crowdsourced translation and the proliferation of translation Apps for smartphones, the translation revolution is...
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How Mathematicians Think: Using Ambiguity, Contradiction, and Paradox to Create MathematicsPrinceton Press, 2007
To many outsiders, mathematicians appear to think like computers, grimly grinding away with a strict formal logic and moving methodically--even algorithmically--from one black-and-white deduction to another. Yet mathematicians often describe their most important breakthroughs as creative, intuitive responses to ambiguity, contradiction, and...
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Packet Guide to Core Network ProtocolsO'Reilly, 2011

	Trying to find the perfect networking resource or textbook can be a real challenge.
	Sometimes they are extremely focused on one technology, and thus miss the mark. Or
	they are extremely broad, covering every networking idea known to man. This book is
	about something that all networks have in common—the core protocols. Networks...
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Meaning Diminished: Toward Metaphysically Modest SemanticsOxford University Press, 2019

	Meaning Diminished examines the complex relationship between semantic analysis and metaphysical inquiry. Kenneth A. Taylor argues that we should expect linguistic and conceptual analysis of natural language to yield far less metaphysical insight into what there is - and the nature of what there is - than many philosophers have...
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The Metacolonial State: Pakistan, Critical Ontology, and the Biopolitical Horizons of Political Islam (Antipode Book Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		'An urgent and extraordinary book. Weaving a philosophical analysis of Heidegger, Agamben and Foucault, Jan draws out the implications of their thought for a radical analysis of the ontological politics of Islam and Pakistan. Whether writing about the 'Ulama and Deoband schools, blasphemy laws, the military, beards, or the...
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PICmicro MCU C: An introduction to Programming the Microchip PIC in CCS CCcs Inc, 2002

	The C language was development at Bell Labs in the early 1970’s by Dennis

	Ritchie and Brian Kernighan. One of the first platforms for implementation was

	the PDP-11 running under a UNIX environment.

	Since its introduction, it has evolved and been standardized throughout the

	computing industry as an established development...
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